
ASA Stats Transparency Report
for March 2024

The creator of this report is Ivica Paleka. He is the keeper of the ASA Stats development pool in the pre-
DAO phase and will be referred to as the Keeper for the rest of this report.

Administration and costs

VPS subscription for two servers provided by OVH was paid US$61.82 on Saturday, March 2nd. The invoice
with credential reference WE3370973 will be uploaded to the designated public repository created under the 
ASA Stats GitHub organization, just before the transferring custody of the ASA Stats project to the ASA 
Stats DAO.

On Mon, 18 Mar 2024 13:07:53 UTC, the Keeper sent 10,000,000 ASASTATS from the Manager account to
the ASA Stats community multisig account for the purpose of providing rewards for the six months of 
staking rewards from ASASTATS staking pool on Cometa’s platform. From Mon, 21 Mar 2024 13:35:42 
UTC  to Mon, 21 Mar 2024 13:41:12 UTC, four community members in charge signed the transactions that 
created ASA Stats governance staking pool on Cometa. 100.00 ALGO and 250,000 ASASTATS were 
allocated to Cometa’s account for the purpose of paying the pool creation cost. In the same process, a total of
25,000,000 ASASTATS was allocated to Cometa’s escrow for rewards.

Tokenomics

For the rest of this document, it is implied that all the transactions are created by the Keeper.

Development Pool

On Mon, 18 Mar 2024 13:09:25 UTC, the devpool sent 15,000,000 ASASTATS from the Manager account 
to the ASA Stats community multisig account for the purpose of providing rewards for the six months of 
staking rewards from ASASTATS staking pool on Cometa’s platform.

On Mon, 18 Mar 2024 13:22:57 UTC the devpool sent 500.00 ALGO to the ASA Stats community multisig 
account for the purpose of paying a cost of creation a new governance staking pool on Cometa.

On Sun, 24 Mar 2024 14:42:01 UTC the Keeper sent 10,000.00 ALGO from the devpool to the Team’s Nexo
account. It is expected that those funds would be spent by the Team in the following period.
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https://github.com/asastats
https://allo.info/tx/OBC74DXVCXXRPDY7XFWEON4OTA4PYSJYREHUJCQVR2U3MPAOKU4Q
https://allo.info/tx/3NZMK6LG66OEIRZHSJPDMQ6P44KPESOPPDOTLENWYHYCTVHM7VQQ
https://allo.info/tx/CILBJ4AVRQTS4JR7ENPBZ64V6CE6W6366U7PZAWYEWPJSUA2UFWQ
https://allo.info/tx/DNHLUHJXZYBND26FVAR7DP6I3BTAMPSRM2PEJBBAJ3G76OMIQKDA
https://allo.info/tx/G7J7354PWHVYC7A3PBWW4PRTDH67S5OO7AJGY5QL666UZPCY27LQ
https://allo.info/tx/G7J7354PWHVYC7A3PBWW4PRTDH67S5OO7AJGY5QL666UZPCY27LQ
https://allo.info/tx/MCS32M6FYMZWXKLBVT3VONV27YOJVL4OFLTIUMOGETWNDEP6D6BQ


Rewards Pool

Community members rewards

In the ASA Stats Community rewards 2/10 - 3/08 cycle, from Mon, 11 Mar 2024 20:03:12 UTC to Mon, 11 
Mar 2024 20:03:18 UTC, the rwdpool had sent 580,000 ASASTATS to 7 community members for their 
contributions to the ASA Stats project.
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http://FYHYGFHFSE53AHPHWODT3S63XPN6T3SS2A2IBJIEWEHSSJMJQYRQ/
http://FYHYGFHFSE53AHPHWODT3S63XPN6T3SS2A2IBJIEWEHSSJMJQYRQ/
https://allo.info/tx/JQZSJAZB4ESGZYVNG447LPR2HJ3EYSQRLVJ3NW3CNAEBJRFHEUPA
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